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Linear Relations in Time Series Models. II 
C. VILLEGAS* AND ROBERT R. RENNIE+ 
Department of Mathematics, Simon Fraser University 
Communicated by E. J. Hannan 
In this paper an asymptotic theory is developed for a new time series model 
which was introduced in a previous paper [5]. An algorithm for computing 
estimates of the parameters of this time series model is given, and it is shown that 
these estimators are asymptotically efficient in the sense that they have the 
same asymptotic distribution as the maximum likelihood estimators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let RP be the space of all row vectors with p components, and let 1 and H be 
a line and a hyperplane that intersect at the origin. In a previous paper [5] a 
multiple time series z1 , zz ,... was defined as the sum 
zi = xi + yi (i = 1, 2,...), (1.1) 
where x1, x2 ,... is an autoregressive process on the line 1 and the yi E H are 
identically and normally distributed random vectors in H. More precisely, we 
assume that x1 , x2 ,... is a vector process in 1 that satisfies the stochastic difference 
equation 
Xi = 5 + f  BkXi-k + 6Xi (1.2) 
k=l 
(i = 1,2,...), where 5 E 1 is a fixed vector, the & are the autoregression coefficients, 
and the residuals 6~~ E 1 are independent identically distributed Gaussian random 
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vectors with mean vector zero. If  Eyi = ‘1 E H is the common mean of the 
vectors yi then we can write 
yi = ‘1 i- ay, * (1.3) 
The residuals 
szi = sxi + sy, (1.4) 
are independent identically distributed Gaussian random vectors in RP with zero 
mean vector. Therefore, there is a uniquely defined positive lower triangular 
transformation r, called the linear parameter, such that the image of Szi under r, 
has the standard Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the parameter of this time 
series model are the linear parameter I’, the vector c = 5 + n, the line 1, the 
hyperplane H and the vector of autoregression coefficients p = [/3i ,..., fig]. 
In [5] it was proved that the line I is r-orthogonal to the hyperplane H (or, 
equivalently, that the image of I under r is orthogonal to the image of H under r) 
so that 1 is a function of r and H. 
We shall assume also that the autoregressive process (1.2) is stable, or, 
equivalently, that all the complex roots of the characteristic equation (in the 
complex variable a) 
(1.5) 
are inside the open unit circle 1 z 1 < 1 of the complex plane. 
2. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
Let Z be the mean of zr ,..., z,, and let dzi = zi - Z. For any k = l,..., 4 
we let 
(2.1) 
and 
A(WZi = zi - p. (2.2) 
2 and AZ will be the n x p matrices whose ith rows are zi and Azi , and G 
will be the p x p positive lower triangular matrix defined by 
(GG’)-l = (1 /n) AZ’ AZ. (2.3) 
We denote by 1 z, H lo the G-distance from the point z to the hyperplane H, 
that is, the distance from zG to the image of H under the linear transformation G. 
In this paper it will be necessary to distinguish carefully between the parameters 
683/6/r-4 
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I, El, p and arbitrary estimates 1, ir; fi. It was proved in [5] that the maximum 
likelihood estimates rj and fi are the estimates that minimize the function 
and it was also proved that the maximum likelihood line i is the line that goes 
through the origin and is G-orthogonal to I?. By [5, formula (5.1 l)] we have 
Qc(A, p> = CL I 4 - CL #& A(k)Zi4 , A I2 
II G’-l II; , 
where I/ G’-l I/i denotes the norm of the restriction of G’-l to the line h’ orthogonal 
to XT. Let o1 ,..., o, be the canonical basis in R”, let ( , ) be the inner product, 
and let 6 be a unit vector on h” which is on the halfspace (z, oi) > 0. We have 
then 
Since t is uniquely determined by its projection 6 on the subspace spanned 
by 02 >..., 0, , it follows that the second member 
f,(t%, p) of two vectors Z, 8, where Z is any vector 
02 ,.*., o, such that 
If% <l. 
It can be checked that 
of (2.6) is really a function 
in the subspace spanned by 
(2.7) 
f7l(% 8) = 
(1 /n) 8(dZ - c;=i r6;, d’“‘Z)’ (AZ - c;=i /F& PZ) 6’ ) 
(1 /?z)C AZ’ AZ Q’ 
(2 s) 
where A(“)Z is the n x p matrix whose ith row is the row vector A(%zi , 
3. STANDARDIZATION 
We shall say that our time series model is in the standard form if the linear 
parameter r is the identity, < = 0, and the line 1 is the first coordinate axis. 
It follows then that His orthogonal to 1, and therefore, is the hyperplane spanned 
by the vectors o2 ,..., o, . In this case the distribution of 
zi = ki Yil (3-l) 
can be described in the following way: 
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(i) The xi are random variables that satisfy the stochastic difference 
equation 
xi = t Bl~xi-~ + ei , 
k=l 
(3.2) 
where the e, are independent N(0, 1) random variables. 
(ii) The yi are independent, identically distributed standard Gaussian 
random vectors on H. 
(iii) The autoregressive process xi is independent from the white noise 
process yi . 
I f  a time series model is not already in the standard form, it can always be 
brought back to it by an affine transformation. 
In effect, since p satisfies the condition (1 S), it follows that 
and therefore, there is a vector ‘c such that 
r + T = 0, 
(3.3) 
where Prl is the r-projection on 1. Consider a new r-orthonormal basis 
01 
z ,..‘? op # such that ol# E 1 and ~a#,..., 09# E H. Define the random variables 
Xi#, Ye by 
Zi + T = xi#O1# +yEO,# + “. + yi(p-l)OD# 
and define the row vectors zi# by 
zi+ = [x,4 yg ,‘.., y&)1. 
Let 0 be an orthogonal transformation such that oi is the image of oi# under 
the transformation A = TO. It follows that 
(zi + +4 = zig, (3.5) 
and it can be checked (using perhaps [5, Propositions 7.1 and 7.31) that the time 
series zi# (i = 1,2,...) is in the standard form. 
If  @ and Z? are the maximum likelihood estimates of p and H for the given time 
series z1 , ze ,..., then by [5, Propositions 7.2 and 7.41 the maximum likelihood 
estimates @# and A# for the transformed time series (3.5) are fi# = Fj and 
I?* = &A. Hence, in order to describe the asymptotic behaviour of fi and & 
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it will be sufficient to find the joint asymptotic distribution of the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the autoregression coefficients and the hyperplane when 
the model is in the standard form. 
Unless otherwise stated, in the remaining part of this paper we assume that 
the preliminary affine transformation (3.6) has already been performed, and 
therefore, we assume that the model for the given time series zi , zs ,... is in 
the standard form. 
It is well known that, under the assumption (1.5), there are real numbers 
A, , A.2 ,... satisfying the condition 
such that the stationary process 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
is a solution of the stochastic difference equation (3.2). A second-order random 
vector v  is a random vector with a finite norm in quadratic mean 
A second-order solution of (3.2) is a sequence of second-order random 
variables x1 , xs ,... that satisfy Eq. (3.2). It is well known that, if xi, xz ,... is 
any second-order solution of (3.2), then the differences xi - .vi* converge 
exponentially to zero in quadratic mean, or, in symbols, 
11 xi - xi* /I < Ahi, (i = I, 2,...), (3.8) 
whereA>OandO<h<l.Let a2 be the common variance of all the xi*, 
let pk be the correlation coefficient of xi* and x:+1; , let p,, = 1 and let W be the 
Yule-Walker matrix, that is, the 4 x q matrix whose (j, j’) entry is pjwj’ , It is 
well known that this matrix is positive definite and that the variance u2 of the 
stationary solution of the difference equation (3.2) is given by 
2 = 1 - i /3,$k -I 
( kl ) 
(see for example Box and Jenkins [2, p. 561). It can be shown that 
(3.9) 
Plc = i t%PL--lc' . 
k’=l 
(3.10) 
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Substituting in (3.9) we get 
2 - 1 = uspwp’, (3.11) 
which shows that us > 1 if l3 $1 0. This inequality also follows from the fact 
that the conditional variance of xi* given x:-i ,..., XT-~ is equal to 1. 
4. CONSISTENCY OF THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS 
To prove that the maximum likelihood estimators @ and fi are consistent, 
it will be sufficient to consider only the case in which the model is in the standard 
form. We assume, therefore, that r = I and < = 0, that the line 2 is the line 
spanned by oi , and that H is the subspace spanned by oa ,..., 0,. In what 
follows, an estimate A of H is determined by the projection 15 on H of a unit 
vector Q orthogonal to l?, such that (C, oi) 3 0. Clearly C can be any vector 
on H satisfying (2.7), and the value which corresponds to H is ?Z = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The function fn defined by (2.8) is continuous if n is sufi- 
ciently large, and when n - CC fn converges to the function f  de$ned by 
f(a, 8) = 1 + I a I2 / B I2 + (1 - I 6 I”) u”(B - P) W(@ - P)’ . 
2 - / a 12 (2 - 1) 
(4 1) 
Moreover, this convergence is uniform on compact sets. 
Proof. By (3.11) and Lemma 3 of Appendix A fn converges to f.  The con- 
vergence is uniform on compact sets because by the same Lemma the numerator 
and denominator of fn converge uniformly on compact sets and the denominator 
of (4.1) does not vanish at any point in the region 1 r2i 1 < 1. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If  p # 0, then: 
(i) the function f  defined by (4.1) h as a unique minimum at the point (0, f3); 
(ii) for su..ciently large n there exist maximum likelihood estimators I?, 8,; 
and 
(iii) any sequence (A, @,) of maximum likelihood estimators converges with 
probability 1 to (H, p) 
Proof. (i) The denominator of (4.1) is a function of 8 which is maximized 
by Z = 0, and the numerator has a minimum value equal to 1, which is reached, 
when Z = 0, if and only if fi = l3 because W is positive definite. 
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(ii) and (iii) By Proposition 4.1 the function j, defined by (2.8) converges 
to the function j uniformly on compact sets. Let 
p = A-hp, (4.2) 
where cp is a unit vector in Rq. Then we have 
j,(3 , 8) = (l/n) w AZ - c +J, d’“)Z)’ (A AZ - c I& LP’Z) B’ . (A2/n)G AZ’ LIZ 6’ 
(4 3) 
By Lemma 3 of Appendix A this expression converges to + cc when X -+ 0, 
uniformly in 5 and G. It follows then that jn($ 8) converges to +a0 when 
n + 00 and the pair (a, 8) converges to the point co of the one point compactific- 
ation. The conclusion follows then by [7, Propositions 2.2 and 2.31. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
The general theory concerning the asymptotic distribution of a random vector 
that minimizes a random function was developed in a previous paper [7]. Here 
we will apply those general results to derive the asymptotic distribution of the 
random vectors B, , @, that minimize the function jn defined by (2.8). We only 
consider the case in which the time series model is in the standard form, and 
we assume that fj # 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. The maximum likelihood estimates d, and fin are saymptotically 
normally and independently distributed with asymptotic mean vectors a = 0 and p 
and with asymptotic covariance matrices 
ID-1 
n(l - (lb”) + c Bk2) (5.1) 
and 
where W is the Yule-Walker matrix. 
Proof, Let c, be a row vector whose components are all the entries of all the 
matrices dcK)Z’, d(“‘)Z for k, k’ = 0, I,..., q. Clearly there is a function F such 
that 
j,z(% ,I%) = W, ,kz 7 4. 
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The conclusion follows immediately from [7, Corollary 3.11 and the following 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. (i) The vector of partial derivatives of fn with respect to the 
components of 2, computed at thepoint (0, p), is asymptotically normally distributed, 
with asymptotic mean vector equal to zero, and asymptotic covariance matrix 
(ii) The vector of partial derivatives off,, with respect to the components of 8, 
computed at the point (0, p), is asymptotically normally distributed, with asymptotic 
mean vector equal to zero and asymptotic covariance matrix 
4 W/na2, (5.4) 
and is asymptotically independent from the vector of partial derivatives of fn with 
respect to the components of a, computed at thepoint (0, p). 
Proof. To compute the partial derivatives of fn it is convenient to write the 
value of fn in the following form 
The derivative with respect to /& is then 
Sfn (2/n) CL, (AZ, - c p-g A%-*~ , ?)(d%i-12 , a) -=- 
ac (1 /n)C LIZ’ LIZ G’ 
Substituting p for p and or for 6 and multiplying by nriz we get 
3fn 
a2 ag, (0, P) = 
-(2/n”“) x.L1 dej A(“)xjpk 
(l/?z)C4$ . 
The denominator converges in probability to c2 by Lemma I of Appendix A. 
The joint distribution of the q numerators (for k = l,,.., q) converges to a normal 
distribution with mean vector equal to zero and covariance matrix 4a2W, by 
Proposition 2 of Appendix B. 
The proof of the remaining part of the lemma is similar and is omitted. 
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LEMMA 5.2. The second derivatives of the function f,, computed at the point 
(0, p) converge with probability 1 (and therefore, also in probability) as follows 
Proof. The results follow after some lengthy but straightforward computa- 
tions, from Lemma 3 of Appendix A. 
6. ASYMPTOTICALLY EFFICIENT ESTIMATORS 
In the next section it will be shown how a consistent estimator H,* of H may 
be obtained. Substituting this estimator H,* in the function Qo defined by (2.6) 
we obtain a new function J/,, of a single vector variable p defined by 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For su$iciently large n there is an estimator fi, that minimizes 
the function (/ln defined by (6.1). This estimator converges with probability 1 to p 
and is asymptotically eficient in the sense that it has the same asymptotic distribution 
as the maximum likelihood estimator 8, . 
Proof. Let a,* be the vector in the region (2.7) that corresponds to H,,*. 
We have 
hdP> = fAa,*, f% (6.2) 
where fn is the function defined by (2.8). By Proposition 4.1 this function 
converges to 
$(B> = (W2) + (B - P) W(P - P>’ (6.3) 
uniformly on compact sets. This limit function # has a unique minimum at the 
point p because W is positive definite. Using arguments similar to those of 
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Section 4, it can be proved that, for sufficiently large 1z, there is a vector 8, that 
minimizes & and converges to p with probability 1 (and therefore, in probability) 
when n + 00. By [7, Proposition 3.21 it follows that the asymptotic distribution 
of 6, is the same as the asymptotic distribution of the maximum likelihood 
estimator p, . 1 
It is important to note that the minimizing vector p, can be computed without 
any difficulty by standard methods because #n is a quadratic function. 
We can now substitute 8, for B in the function QG and in this way we obtain 
a new function of a single variable B. 
LEMMA 6.1. For su@iciently large n there is an estimator I?% that minimizes 
Qc@ Pn). (6.4) 
This estimator converges with probability 1 to H and is asymptotically eficient 
in the sense that it has the same asymptotic distribution as the maximum likelihood 
estimator A, . 
Proof. We consider again that fl is determined by the vector a. The value 
of (6.4) is then the value of a function ~~ of a single variable 8: 
?%(a) = fn(% I%). (6.5) 
By Proposition 4.1 this function converges uniformly to 
da) = 
1 + I c I2 I B I2 
u2 - j a 12 (2 - 1) ’ 
For sufficiently large n, the denominator of vn does not vanish at any point on 
the compact region / a / < 1 because it converges uniformly to a function, the 
denominator of v, which is always greater than 1. Hence, for sufficiently large n, 
9% is a continuous function and is minimized by a vector 1, on the compact 
region 1 -Z 1 < 1. The limit function v has a unique minimum at the point 
a = 0, and therefore, by [7, Proposition 2.11, B, converges with probability 1 
to a = 0, and by [7, Proposition 3.21 it follows that the asymptotic distribution 
of Ci, is the same as the asymptotic distribution of the maximum likelihood 
estimator gL, . 
Let M, be the symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix 
M, = (AZ - c /?& LPZ)‘(dZ - 2 pnnL LWZ), (6.7) 
where /%I ,..., pnq are the components of 8, . 
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PROPOSITION 6.2. Let Gt, be an eigenvector corresponding to the smallest 
eigenvalue of the symmetric positive semide$nite matrix G’M,G. The hyperplane 
ir, that goes through the origin and is orthogonal to the vector 
Cn = Q,G (6.8) 
converges with probability 1 to H and is an asymptotically eficient estimator of H 
in the sense that it has the same asymptotic distribution as the maximum likelihood 
estimator. 
Proof. The function pn can be written as 
(6.9) 
Let 
$T z &‘-I. (6.10) 
By substitution in (6.9) we get 
The second member of (6.11) is minimized by any eigenvector bi;, corresponding 
to the smallest eigenvalue of the symmetric positive semidefinite matrix G’M,G. 
The conclusion follows by Lemma 6.1. 
7. A PRELIMINARY ESTIMATOR OF H 
In a previous paper [5] it was shown that, for a first-order model, a first 
approximation H,* to the maximum likelihood estimator I?n can be computed 
in the following way. Let M* be the symmetric matrix 
M* = @lZ’ Ll’l’Z + PZ’LIZ), (7.1) 
and let w,* be an eigenvector of M* corresponding to the eigenvalue with the 
largest absolute value. Then the approximation H,* is the hyperplane that goes 
the origin and is perpendicular to the vector 
V, * = w,*G’. (7.2) 
Actually the estimate H,* can be computed for a time series model of any 
order q and in this section it will be proved that it is a consistent estimate for any 
q, and therefore, can be used as a preliminary estimator to obtain efficient 
estimates of p and H as indicated in the previous Section. 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. If p1 # 0, then the Jirst approximation H,* is a consistent 
estimator of H. 
Proof. It was shown in [5] that any vector v,* that maximizes the square of 
(l/n) c (dz, , Q)(d’l’Zi-1 , C)_ 
1 i-G-1 12 
is orthogonal to H,,*. Here we shall assume that B is a unit vector such that 
and therefore, 9 is uniquely determined by its projection Z on H. Instead of 
maximizing the square of (7.3) we can minimize the square of the function 
(7.4) 
By Lemma 2 of Appendix A, the function fn* converges, in the open region 
1 I 1 < 1, to the continuous function f * defined by 
f yq = 1 +(ua-l)C1a 
u2p1d,2 . 
The square f *2 of this function has a unique minimum at the point E = 0, 
as can be seen by differentiation. Since both numerator and denominator of (7.4) 
are polynomials in the components of 0, it follows that the convergence is uniform 
on compact sets. Since the denominator of the second member of (7.5) vanishes 
on the boundary 1 6 j = 1, it follows that given a constant K > 0, there is a 
positive integer N and a real number Y < 1 such that, with probability 1, 
f:“(Z) > K 
provided that n > N and Y < j 1 1 < 1. It follows that for sufficiently large n 
the function fn* is continuous in the open region 1 6 1 < 1 and there is a vector 
CX~* in this region that minimizes f E”. By [7, Proposition 2.21 any minimizing 
sequence a,* converges with probability 1 to a = 0. 
LEMMA 7.1. If pl # 0, then the vector of partial derivatives of fn* with respect 
to the components of 8, computed at the point a = 0, is asymptotically normally 
distributed, with asymptotic mean vector equal to zero, and asymptotic covariance 
matrix 
wnP14~2) ID-1 . (7-b) 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1. The conclusion 
follows, after some lengthy but straightforward computations, from Lemma 2 
of Appendix A and Proposition 3 of Appendix B. 
LEMMA 7.2. If p1 # 0, then the matrix of second derivatives of the function 
f* computed at the point a = 0, converges with probability 1 (and therefore, in 
pnlobability) to the matrix 
Proof. The conclusion follows, after some lengthy but straightforward 
computations, from Lemmas 1 and 2 of Appendix A. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. If p1 # 0, then the vector a,* that minimizes the square of 
fn* is asymptotically normally distributed with asymptotic mean vector equal to zero 
and asymptotic covariance matrix 
(u2/2v12) L1 . 
Proof. It follows immediately from [7, Proposition 3. I] and Lemmas 7.1 and 
7.2. 1 
Notice that, for a first-order model q = 1, p1 = & and u2 = fi2u2 f  1, so 
that the asymptotic covariance matrix for the maximum likelihood estimator 6, , 
given by (5.1), is equal to 
Since ~2 > 1 (because ,8 # 0) it follows that the preliminary estimator H,* 
is not asymptotically efficient when q = 1. The argument used in the derivation 
of H,* completely disregards the coefficients fi2 ,..., & , and therefore, it may be 
conjectured that the preliminary estimator H,* is not asymptotically efficient 
either when q > 1. 
APPENDIX A 
In this Appendix we assume that our time series model is in the standard form 
described in Section 3. Therefore, the random variables xi are an arbitrary 
solution (not necessarily stationary) of the stochastic difference equation (3.2) 
and the y, are independent, identically distributed standard Gaussian random 
vectors on the (p - I)-dimensional space generated by o2 ,..., 0,. As before 
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we assume that the xi are independent from the yi . Let yi,r ,...,~~,~-r be the 
components of yi . For k = 0, l,..., 4 and j = I,..., p - 1 let 
P = (l/n) f  Xi--l; ) 
i-l 
P’? = (l/n) &k.? 7 
and 
A k ) , ,  -  xi _ p 
I -  ,  
p , . .  = y . .  -j?(k) 
1, 23 ,  .  
(1) 
(4 
Notice that s?O) and y$’ are the usual averages x and y.j and dc”)xi , d’“)yij are 
equal, respectively, to dxi = xi - x and dy,j = yij - 7.j 
LEMMA 1. (i) With probability 1, the random variables 
converge to u2plc-fz, for k, k’ = 0, l,..., q; 
(ii) with probability 1 the random variables 
(4) 
(k,k’=O,l,..., q;j,j’= l,..., p- 1) converge to zero whenever k is not equal 
to k’ or j is not equal to j’; 
(iii) with probability 1 the random variables 
converge to zero for j = l,..., p - 1 and k, k’ = 0, l,..., q. 
Proof. (i) The random variable (3) is equal to 
(l/n) f  Xi-$-k’ - P)S’). 
i=l 
As is well known, the first term converges with probability 1 to u2psAk, and 
the second term convergeswith probability 1 to zero(see,for example, Hannan[3]). 
(ii) I f  j # j’ the result follows because (4) is the covariance of a sample 
drawn from the standard bivariate Gaussian distribution. Ifj # j’ and k # k’ 
then (4) is equal to 
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Clearly the second term converges with probability 1 to zero. The first term 
converges with probability 1 to zero because the process yi,j (i = 1 - Q, 
1 - q + l,...) is an autoregressive process (with autoregression coefficients 
equal to zero). 
(iii) The random variable (5) is equal to 
Clearly the second term converges with probability 1 to zero. The first term 
also converges to zero with probability 1 because the vector process [xi , yi,J 
(i = 1 - q,...) is autoregressive. 
LEMMA 2. The matrix (I/n A(“)Z’A ck’)Z converges with probability 1 to 
(TaPk-kr 0 
0’ 1 ~kk,Ll ’ 
where Sk,, is the Kronecker delta, and I,-1 is the (p - 1) x (p - 1) identity 
matrix. 
Proof. Follows from the previous Lemma. 1 
LEMMA 3. (i) With probability 1 the random function whose value at the 
point (a, p) is 
( 1 /n) c pkpkt BA (k)Z’ A‘““Z +’ 
kk’ 
(6) 
converges to the function 
15. I2 I P I2 + 02(1 - 16 Ia)Pwa (7) 
uniformly on compact sets. 
(ii) With probability 1 the random function 
(l/n)BdZ’AZG’ 
converges uniformly to the function 
u2 - / c l”(u” - 1). 
(iii) With probability 1 the random function 
(l/n) i PkC AZ’ A(k)ZV 
k=l 
(8) 
(9) 
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converges to the function 
a2( 1 - 1 a 12)8Wf3 (11) 
uniformly on compact sets. 
Proof. From Lemma 2 it follows that (6) converges to (7), (8) to (9), and (10) 
converges to 
u2(l - I d I”) i PkPk , (12) 
k=l 
which is equal to (11) by (3.10). The convergence is uniform on compact sets 
because the functions are polynomials in the components of Z and @. 
APPENDIX B 
Let 
xi = [Xipl ... Xi-,] (1) 
be the row vector with q components xi-r ,..., xi-n and let Yi be the partitioned 
row vector 
Yi = [yi-1 “. yi-g]* (2) 
Let xi* (i = 0, &l, &2,...) be a stationary solution of the stochastic difference 
equation (3.2), and let 
xi* = [xi*-l .‘. x,?lJ. (3) 
LEMMA 1. (i) The covariance matrix of the partitioned row vector 
V.* = [f?iXi*, Xi*y, , eiyi , eiYi] I (4) 
is equal to 
1 
a2W 0 0 0 
0 2I,-, I,-1 0 
0 ID,-1 Ip-l 0 
0 0 0 Ih-lh I 
’ (5) 
where W is the Yule-Walker matrix and, for any positive integer k, II, denotes the 
k x k identity matrix. 
(ii) The covariance matrix of the row vectors vi* and vz? , (i # i’) is equal 
to zero. 
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Proof. The (1, I)-entry in the partitioned matrix (5) is the 4 x q covariance 
matrix of the row vector eiXi*. The (K, K’)-entry in this matrix is 
Ee,x~-,e,x~-,~ = Ex&x& = pr-,p2. 
Therefore, the (1, I)-entry in the partitioned matrix (5) is the q x q matrix 
a2W. Clearly the covariance matrix of the vector yi is the identity matrix 1,-r . 
Since xi* is independent from yi it follows that the covariance matrix of xi*yi 
is a21,-, , which is the (2, 2)-entry in the partitioned matrix (5). Similar argu- 
ments may be used to check the remaining entries in the matrix (5). 
LEMMA 2. The distribut{on of the vectors 
(6) 
where vi* is given by (4), converges when n -+ CO to a normal distribution with 
mean vector zero and covariance matrix (5). 
Proof. It can be checked that the process vr*, v2*,... is a stationary bilinear 
vector process in the sense of the [6, Definition 4.21, where the vectors ui are 
ui = Pi , ~~1. (7) 
By Lemma I, the covariance matrix of the vector (6) is the matrix (5). The 
conclusion follows immediately by [6, Theorem 5.21. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let x1, x2,... be any second order solution of the stochastic 
d#erence equation (3.2), and let 
Vi = [eiXi , Xiyi , eiyi , eiYi]. (8) 
Then the distribution of the random vector 
R 
(l/n”“) C Vi 
i=l 
(9 
converges when n - CO to a normal distribution with mean vector zero and 
covariance matrix (5). 
Proof. From (3.8) we get 
11 vi - vi* II < Ahi, (i = 1, 2,...), 
where A > 0 and 0 < h < 1, and therefore, from the inequality 
I/ (1/P/2)C (Vi - Vi*)I/ < (lid'") C IIVi - vi* II 
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it follows that the difference between the random vectors (9) and (6) converges 
in quadratic mean (and therefore, in probability) to zero. The conclusion follows 
then immediately by Lemma 2. 1 
Given any sequence of vectors wr ,..., w, we denote by Awi the deviation 
wi - C of Wi from the mean G. 
PROPOSITION 2. The distribution of the partitioned YOW vector 
(1 /nl”) f [Aei AXi , Axi Ayi , Aei Ayi , de, AYi] 
i=l 
(10) 
converges to a normal distribution with mean vector zero and partitioned covariance 
matrix (5). 
Proof. The vector (10) is equal to the vector (9) minus the vector 
which converges in probability to zero. The conclusion 
4.1, p. 251. 
follows by [ 1, Theorem 
PROPOSITION 3. The distribution of the partitioned row vector 
n 
(1 /n1j2) 1 [Axi Ayi , A (l)xi-l Ay, , Axi A’l’yi-J 
i=l 
converges to a normal distribution with mean vector zero and partitioned covariance 
matrix 
i 
u”Ip-1 PP24-1 0 
p1a21s-, 02f,-, 0 
0 0 02I,-1  
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Proposition 2 and is omitted. 
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